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This demonstration presents a prototype implementation of
the method described in [1], able to detect textual content in
scenes in real time. The text detection algorithm makes use of
a high level representation of text as a perceptually signiﬁcant
group of atomic regions. This representation is independent
from the particular script or language of the text, allowing
the system to detect textual content in multi-script scenarios
without any extra training.
Mainstream state of the art methodologies are usually
based on the classiﬁcation of individual regions (connected
components) or image patches. The approach followed here is
distinctly different as text detection is not performed based on
classifying individual components, but through searching for
groups of components that share certain characteristics.
The inspiration comes from human perception. Humans
make strong use of perceptual organisation to detect textual
content, through which text emerges as a perceptually signiﬁcant group of atomic objects (disjoint text parts such as
characters or ideograms). Therefore humans are able to detect
text even in languages and scripts never seen before (see Figure
1b), as long as such gestalts emerge by the way the text parts
are arranged. As a result, the text extraction problem can be
posed as the detection of such gestalts, as we show in [1].
From an implementation point of view (see Figure 2), the
system creates group hypotheses, considering a number of
different modalities in which atomic regions might be similar
to each other (size, colour, background colour, stroke width,
etc) and subsequently tests these hypotheses in terms of their
meaningfulness. Meaningfulness is deﬁned in a probabilistic
way according to [2]. Given a group hypothesis comprising
a set of regions which have a feature in common (they are
similar in terms of that particular feature), meaningfulness
measures the extent to which this common feature is happening
by chance or not (thus it is a signiﬁcant property of the group).
Similarity is explored in a number of modalities separately,
but always in association with the spatial proximity of the
atomic objects. The collaboration of the different similarity
laws is taken into account at the end of the process through
evidence accumulation [3], which provides a ﬂexible way to
identify maximal perceptual groups without any strict deﬁnition of the exact similarity laws invoked.
The system runs on a laptop computer using a Web camera
to sense the environment. The current implementation offers
real time performance at VGA resolution. The processing time
of a frame is mainly dependent on the complexity of the scene
and lesser on the frame resolution.
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Fig. 1: (a) Should a single character be considered “text”? (b)
An example of automatically created non-language text1 . (c)
Example result images from the MSRA-TD500 dataset.

Fig. 2: Text Extraction algorithm pipeline.
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